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The Queen of
Storytelling Nikki T.
Anthony is the writer
behind the highly
anticipated, young
adult fiction novel, The
Price We Pay, which has
been coined by critics
as the ultimate modern
day black experience. 

Not only is she a
multi-faceted author,
she's also a serial
entrepreneur who
transformed from
Corporate Technical
Writer, to highly
sought after
Ghostwriter, Literary
Consultant, and
Content Developer.

Her writings are best

known for their epic

plot twist, enthralling

language, and richly

detailed African

American characters,

who are dominant to

their narratives.

ABOUT NIKKI T. ANTHONY



AS FEATURED ON



The Price We Pay
With one life to live, and a nothing-else-to-

lose attitude, Zenetta Henchman speaks more
than she listens and refuses to take orders

quietly.  With a strong personality and
wisdom beyond her young years because of

what she’s experienced, after witnessing a
fatal incident that both rocks and divides her

community of Buzzardville, Alabama, Zenetta
finds it difficult to hold her tongue. But
harder not to, even after suffering—and

watching others suffer—from the
consequences of doing so.

 
Following a string of deliberate attacks against

Zenetta and the people she cares about,
especially Tootsie, the free-spirted, colorful
personality that paints a different picture of
the world in Zenetta’s eyes, tribal tensions

flare. The flare turns into an all-out explosion
after Zenetta’s father, the only Black officer
on the force, chooses the wrong side of the

law when the community, but more
importantly when Zenetta, needs him most.
It’s not long after her father’s betrayal that

Zenetta soon discovers there is always a price
to be paid when those who could speak up

choose to remain silent. 
 

The Price We Pay is an unforgettable reading
experience that fictionalizes the humanity,
injustices, and social prejudice of our time.
The emotional drama, trauma, and tension

that conflicts—and often torments—Zenetta is
so well translated by author Nikki T. Anthony
from the pages to your soul, making Zenetta’s

reality yours, this story leaves you asking
yourself what price you are willing to pay for

silence . . . or for speaking up. 
 
 

MESSAGE FROM THE AUTHOR PRE-ORDER  LINK

"As a result of my novel The Price We
Pay, my readers will have the

advantage of using the novel as a tool
against inequality, and most

importantly, they'll understand the
black experience more."

WWW.IAMNIKKITANTHONY.COM



 Not only is she a multi-faceted author, who transformed from
Corporate Technical Writer, to highly sought after
Ghostwriter, Literary Consultant, and Content Developer,
she’s also the Author turned beauty entrepreneur who has
created the literary inspired cosmetics line Library Of Colors
Cosmetics-corrective cosmetics for beginners. “Good
storytelling requires a good story.” is not only the mantra that
the beauty-preneur swears by when crafting stories, but also
when developing her literary inspired beauty products.
Resulting in her mantra inspiring her debut ebook inspired
eyeshadow palettes, titled “The Short Story Series” which
embodies 8 palettes, of different shade variations.

Growing up, Nikki always dealt with constant teasing due to
her dark pigmentation around her eyes. It wasn’t until her
teenage years when she found makeup that fit her skin tone
and capable of covering her insecurity. Realizing the power
of makeup, with the shade, she turned her pain into someone
else’s purpose because she genuinely wants to help others
feel just as beautiful as she does.

As a result, Nikki launched her business to also address a
dire need for variation of skin tones within the beauty
community. Millions of people have dissimilarities in skin
tones, uneven features, of which aren't portrayed in beauty
ads everyday. Those are the individuals that Nikki wanted to
focus on with the Library of Colors, by providing her own
variety of foundation skin shade in order for women like her,
who struggled with the same issues, can learn to love their
flaws. 

“Whatever flaw a woman was born with, I want that woman.
It’s important that my customers know that I support them
because I know how it feels to be singled out because you
look different. And feeling like I’ll never be able to look like
that woman because of the difference in appearance.”

Currently, Nikki is

committed to scaling

Library Of Colors

Cosmetics beyond her

imagination. In the next 12

months her team is on

track to add an Additional

100 cosmetics products

from concealers, to

foundation’s for every

shade imaginable. Their

mission now is to ensure

that our brand is inclusive,

and live up to that

standard of integrity by

creating all inclusive

products that promote

beauty for all. 

 

Check out their products

on thelibraryofcolors.com.

 

 

 

https://www.thelibraryofcolors.com/


#JointheconversationThank you for your interest!

Currently the author offers a full menu of services including
event hosting, workshop facilitations, keynote speaking,
guest speaking, and both ½ day seminars, and full day
seminars.  In the event that travel will be necessary, the

event organizer will be required to cover all airfare, lodging,
and transportation expenses, in addition to the speaking fee.
A non-refundable booking deposit will be required within 45

days prior to the scheduled appearance date, with remaining
payments due 72 hours prior to arrival. In addition to the

speaking fee, all travel accommodations are required to be
finalized 72 hours prior to departure.

Speaking Appearances:

www.iamnikkitanthony.com Nikki T. Anthony info@iamnikkitanthony.com

Anthony hopes her novel

will open people's eyes to the

damage caused by racism

and the consequences of our

choices in how to handle it. 

As a result, contributors

who #jointheconversation 

 will be provided with the

training needed to lead

these difficult

conversations, guidance in

navigating the sensitive

nature of the topics

explored, and support the

community of participants

willing to face the inevitable

changes ahead.

 

Discover more about our

new book and our novel

approach to opening the

door to these sensitive

conversations at

https://bit.ly/3B3iY0g.

https://bit.ly/3B3iY0g?fbclid=IwAR08JFtE9QtrSVRS9GBTOIwniLWE-W2rUXe5MKcoNyJlqzYf4SzLR-0hAUE


Rate
C A R D
VIRTUAL EVENT HOSTING| $350.00
IN PERSON EVENT HOSTING| $550.00
WORKSHOP FACILITATION| $350.00
1/2 DAY SEMINAR| $750.00
FULL DAY SEMINAR| $1450.00
KEYNOTE SPEAKER| $4500.00
GUEST  SPEAKER| $2500.00

PLEASE NOTE: ALL HOSTING & WORKSHOP
EVENT RATES ARE BASED ON FOUR HOUR
INTERVALS. EACH ADDITIONAL HOUR WILL
RESULT IN AN ADDITIONAL $50 PER HOUR
RATE FEE. 

Let's Chat
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT DIRECTOR OF TALENT
CRYSTAL ALEXIS AT INFO@IAMNIKKITANTHONY.COM.


